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Preface

Part I is a tree-by-tree description of the forest on
Ohmer Creek. Part II backs up and takes a wider view of the
big-tree forest across the Tongass. In this context, you can
see how Ohmer Forest “stacks up” against Alaska's finest
big-tree forest stands, and also imagine how it looked before
handlogging.
On the back cover of this guide is a stem map of the
Landmark Tree acre we measured at Ohmer Forest. Coordinates are used
throughout the
text to refer to
features on this
map. For example,
the tour described
here begins at L28.
I’ve written
this guide for the
layperson with a
strong interest in
forests and
natural history.
Some concepts
require technical
terms, which I’ve
identified in bold
italic, and

The Landmark Trees Project is an effort to find,
describe and understand the most magnificent forests of
Southeast Alaska. Founded in 1996 by Sam Skaggs of
Alaska Research Voyages, Inc, the project has documented
74 one-acre stands across the Tongass as of 2004.
Landmark Tree (LT) forests are scored according to
the dimensions of the largest tree and the wood volume of
the surrounding acre. They are also assessed for ecological
values such as bear habitat. The project involves residents
all over Southeast Alaska who seek deeper familiarity with
their backyard treasures.
Most of our Landmark Tree sites are far from towns.
They’re usually on salmon streams–very sensitive habitat
for animals like brown and black bear. But in Ketchikan,
Petersburg, Sitka, and Kake, we've described big-tree forests
that are quickly reached on trails. These forest walks are
already known, loved and heavily used by residents. While
these 4 Community Landmark Tree Stands might not score
as high as our remote LT sites, they're perfect places to learn
about Alaska’s giant spruce forest. Armed with printouts of
the detailed maps in this guide, you can locate individual
trees, learn their ages, physical dimensions, and responses
to past windstorms, floods or handlogging. Discussion of
the streamside or riparian understory flora and fauna
explains why we’ve come to feel that the association of
spruce, salmon, bear, eagle, devil's club and alluvium defines
the core terrestrial community on the Tongass.
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explained in the glossary on page 21.
If this booklet fulfills its mission, people will take a
closer look at the big trees of Ohmer Forest. We are concerned, however, about possible trampling impacts. It would
be ironic if our attempt to promote the big-tree forest
resulted in destruction of fragile herbs and mosses, or
haphazard creation of new, informal trails. Little is known
about long term effects of soil compaction on roots of
ancient trees. In some popular big-tree stands of the Pacific
Northwest, declining tree vigor has forced managers to
contain foot traffic with handrails and platforms. Please stay
on the trails when examining Ohmer Forest. There are plenty
of wilder forests better suited to off-trail explorations.

The Community Landmark Trees Project has been a
collaborative effort. In every community, I’ve been assisted,
transported, fed, and treated to long discussions with
members of local conservation groups. Experts from the
Forest Service and Alaska Dept of Fish and Game have
explained the subtleties of tree growth and mortality, soils,
statistics, photo interpretation, wildlife, plant associations,
trail-planning and management issues. After 8 years of
“landmarking,” it would be hard to say whether the great
places I’ve explored or the great people I’ve met have been
the richer reward.
Richard Carstensen, 2004

particles that range
in size from silt and
fine sand through
gravel, cobbles and
even boulders.
Alluvium allows
tree roots to
breathe, and is
often rich in
nutrients. Like most
of our Landmark
Tree sites, Ohmer
Forest is a gift of
alluvium.
The land is
slowly rising on
southern Mitkof.
Because of glacial
Mitkof's deer are especially tame and
rebound, spruce
visible.
saplings have
recently colonized former tidal marshland south of Ohmer
Campground. There are even rumors that in the "old days" a
skiff could be rowed from Ohmer Creek estuary north into
Blind River. Perhaps, suggests Kim Hastings, "they were
just tougher in those days." But uplift has clearly resulted in
downcutting of the bed of Ohmer Creek. Soil pits in Ohmer
Forest and the vegetation of the stand interior both indicate
that overbank floods have been rare to absent during the
past century.
It's hard to miss the abundant level-topped stumps in
Ohmer Forest, many with springboard notches. Retired
forester Spencer Israelson says that in the early 1900s as
many as 5 sawmills operated in the Petersburg area, supplying wood for roads and sidewalks and fish-shipping crates.
Apparently a handlogger set up at Ohmer Forest during this
period and took out the finest spruces. Relative sea level
was higher, which probably made it easier to float out the
logs. Pinning down the date of this logging was one of the
challenges of my week at Ohmer Creek.

Part I – Ohmer Forest
Studying the site
Mitkof Island is better known for "muskeg" than for
giant trees. Here, a stand of big streamside spruces is a rare
and precious feature. South 18 miles from Petersburg, and
just north of Ohmer Campground, the Forest Service’s
artfully designed Ohmer Creek Trail meanders for 250
wheelchair-accessible yards through towering trees at the
confluence of two tributaries. Strategically placed benches
invite meditative pauses.
In search of a Community Landmark Trees site for
Mitkof Island, I spoke with Petersburg District Ranger
Patricia Grantham, forester Brad Hunter, and members of
Narrows Conservation Council. All agreed that interpretive
materials for Ohmer Forest would be useful to Petersburg
residents who frequent the trail, as well as to school groups,
visiting campers, and commercial tours.
So in July 2000, I spent a week at Ohmer Campground,
mapping and studying the nearby forest. The stem map of
Ohmer Forest (page 22) shows all living and dead trees more
than 5" in diameter. Height, diameter and crown depth (the
portion of a tree's total height with living foliage) were
measured with laser rangefinder and clinometer for all
mapped trees. Many trees, both large and small, were cored
with an increment borer to learn approximate age, and for
clues about stand history. Setting up an old fashioned plane
table on a tripod, I drew rays from a series of map stations
toward every tree I could see, marking off distances given by
the laser readings. Tree heights were also measured with this
rangefinder in combination with a clinometer that gave
angles to the top and to the lowest foliage. To complement
the mapping and coring I took pictures, dug soil pits,
climbed trees, and assembled species lists for plants and
birds.

Context - the Ohmer Creek area
When you come upon a stand of trees in the lowlands
50% taller than those on surrounding hillsides, odds are
good they're growing on the deposits of a stream or river. In
a land blessed with copious rainfall, soils usually have too
much moisture for optimum tree growth. Trees therefore
grow tallest on the best drained substrates. Streamside
deposits - called alluvium - have layered and sorted

The story in tree rings
Which are the oldest and youngest trees at Ohmer
Forest? Which are growing fastest? Slowest? And those big,
decomposing handlogged stumps; when were they cut?
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Core sample from 20-inch diameter
hemlock near Big Tree, at e-11 on
centerfold map. This tree germinated in
the 1790s and grew very slowly for a
century in the shade of giant spruces.
In 1911 the growth rate suddenly
quadrupelled. There are 2 large
handlogged stumps immediately to the
southeast of the little hemlock.
Probably they were cut a year or two
before 1911.
Coring trees with an increment borer can shed light on all of
these questions.
My longest borer is 24 inches, so if a tree is more than
4 feet in diameter at core height, I can't reach the "pith" or
center ring. Another reason for inaccuracies in estimation of
total age is that I can rarely core at ground height. If a tree's
flaring roots force me to core at, say, 2 feet above the log or
mineral soil on which it sprouted, I must add an estimated
number of years required for the tree to have grown 2 feet
tall. But in most cases, my estimates of the tree's decade of
germination are probably correct to within 10 or 20 years.
Core samples were glued to boards, sanded, then
marked at every tenth ring. By examining the position of a
cored tree on the stem map, its position relative to larger
and smaller neighbors, and proximity to cut or naturally
fallen trees, the patterns in rings begin to make sense.
Forests can be read like a Sherlock Holmes novel. Patterns in
ring width are usually responses to events close to the tree,
such as floods, blowdown, and competition with neighbors.
In handlogged forests it's usually possible to determine the date of logging by looking at annual rings from
surviving trees. Growth increases dramatically in the
following year or two; this is called release by foresters. An
example of release is shown in the core sample from the e-11
hemlock.
A few very old trees occur at Ohmer Forest. The oldest
are not necessarily the largest in diameter or height. Counting rings from a very old, slow-growing tree is best done
with a binocular dissecting scope. Samples are polished with
progressively finer sandpaper until the rings,
packed like pages of a book, can be clearly
distinguished. Tracing these rings back
through the centuries, you quickly leave
behind the period of historical record and
enter the Little Ice Age, when only the Tlingit
inhabited this archipelago.
So where at Ohmer Forest are such
ancient trees? And how can you recognise
them without the aid of an increment borer?
Bring your booklet, and maybe a plant guide,
and let's go for a walk...

A walk through Ohmer Forest
In addition to coordinates, the map at the back of this
guide has circled numbers corresponding to interpretive
stops described below. Beginning at the eastern parking lot,
our walk proceeds westward down the trail, stopping at
benches and interesting forest features.

1 Entry bench
From the parking pullout, follow Ohmer Creek Trail
into the conifer forest through a deciduous fringe of red
alders. These alders colonized human disturbance, germinating in the 1960s.
Have a seat at the first bench across from the entry
sign. Let's examine some of the nearby trees. Cored trees are
easy to find on the map of Ohmer forest because they have a
"T" symbol representing an increment borer, along with the
decade of germination, and often a "release year" (r09 =
released in 1909).
Immediately next to the entry bench is a little hemlock
sapling only 2.5 inches in diameter at ground level. It
germinated in about 1970, growing fairly well for a shaded
tree until 1992, when the ring width decreased so severely
that the outermost 8 rings span only 1/16 inch. Such
hemlock saplings are able to "bide their time" for decades,
waiting for new openings in the canopy above.
Just west of the sapling is a 22-inch hemlock born in
the 1780s. In the first decade of the 1900s it was growing

View southwest from trail near entry bench.
As on the map “1700s” indicates the tree’s
decade of germination, while “r09” shows
that the tree was released in 1909.
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Cut stump at o-23, east of handlogger bench. My hand rests
on a springboard notch. Spruce on top germinated in
about 1955.
dominated by hemlocks, while the western portions have
more spruce. Studying the 2-foot elevation contours on the
centerfold map, these hemlocks are seen to occupy slightly
higher ground, probably not affected by flooding for
centuries. A few very large spruces formerly stood among
these high-ground hemlocks, (look for the "stump, logged"
symbols) but these were removed.

2 Handlogger bench
About 100 feet west on Ohmer Creek Trail, a short
spur leads to the handlogger bench. To learn more about
how giant trees were cut in the days before chainsaws, read
the great Southeast classic Handloggers, by W.H. Jackson,
1974. They really were tougher back then!
The 0-23 stump photo shows an example of what can
be done with handsaws and axes. This stump is about 6 feet
in diameter today. Accounting for nearly a century of rot, it
would originally have measured about 7 feet across at the
cut. A young spruce got started on top of the stump in
about 1955. That gives a minimum age for the logging of its
"nurse stump," but as we have seen, a much more accurate
date comes from the response of surviving neighbors.
Northeast of the bench at n-20 is a 40 inch spruce that
germinated in the 1820s. Like many other trees in Ohmer
Forest, this spruce was strongly released in 1911. Four cut
stumps encircle this tree to the south, and it benefited
enormously from their demise. In fact, when the logging
occurred about 90 years ago, this tree was only 9 inches in
diameter and probably only half of its current height of 160
feet.
As you move west 130 feet to the next bench, look to
the tree tops in the stand interior. These are tall trees!

extremely slowly. In 1909 this hemlock was released, but not
half so dramatically as the e-11 tree whose core sample is
shown on on page 4. It wasn't until 1920 that it really bolted.
South of the trail, showing in the entry photo, is a big
45-inch spruce that dates to about the first decade of the
1700s. This tree also experienced moderate release in 1909,
but by 1935 its growth rate had slowed again. The outermost 60 rings span only 1.5 inches, quite narrow for a
canopy dominant spruce.
To the left of the spruce in the photo is a recently
dead hemlock covered with conks of red belt fungus, or
"bearbread." As with most old hemlocks, the inside of this
tree is rotten, so I was unable to extract more than a few
inches of core sample. The sample shows 2 brief periods of
fairly rapid growth and 2 longer periods of slow growth
during the past 120 years. This erratic growth is another
characteristic of hemlocks in Landmark Forests, perhaps
because even the largest of them are relegated to the
shifting shadows of taller neighboring spruces
The computer-generated SVS diagram (Stand Visualization System) on page 18 shows that
the eastern half of Ohmer Forest is

3 Understory bench
Seated on understory bench you can see most of the
riparian herbs illustrated on page 11: enchanter's nightshade,
rattlesnake plantain, foamflower, yellow violet, beech fern,
both clasping and rosy twisted stalks, and deerheart (the
last two species are also common in upland associations).
Taller riparian species include lady fern and salmonberry,
with devil's club in sunnier gaps and streamside openings.
Mosses here are also typical of streamsides and alluvial

Left: The riparian association:
foamflower & "Landmark moss"
Pleuroziopsis ruthenica, endemic to the
northern Tongass.
Right: The upland association:
ground dogwood, five-leaved
bramble, a baby blueberry, deerheart,
rosy twisted stalk, step moss and
white-toothed sphagnum.
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Southeast to spruces at m-9 inside horseshoe bend. Cores showed only mild
release after handlogging. Deeper furrows on spruce at left hint that this tree is
growing more slowly than the smooth-barked tree on right.
The extreme example
of this at Ohmer
Forest is an ancient
spruce in the stand
center dating to the
early 1400s AD. It
has added scarcely Deeply furrowed spruce nearly 600
years old
2 inches of radial
growth in the last century.
Horseshoe bend is well lit because of large canopy
gaps over the creek to the south. You can find alder seedlings along the trail here, offspring of fairly mature trees
rimming the creek.
Frequently flooded stream margins and inner terraces
often support alder rather than spruce. For wildlife, a mature
red alder stand is one of the richest summer foraging
habitats in Southeast. Understories support salmonberry,
violet, foamflower and all of the riparian plants illustrated on
the back cover of this booklet. Alder leaf litter is unmatched
as a source of soil nitrogen, boosting growth and palatability of the riparian herbs. Compared to a duff of conifer twigs
and needles, the deeper deciduous litter has more complex
structure and harbors more arthropods. And alder leaves
dropped into the stream are key foods for aquatic insects
that feed fish.
During my July visit, tracks of mink, otter and deer
intersected in the muds at the stream confluence. My
increment borer makes squeaking sounds when being
unscrewed from a tree. This must have sounded like an
alarmed fawn, because a black-tailed doe approached me,
snorting.

substrates: badge moss and the north Pacific coast endemic
Pleuroziopsis ruthenica (no common name). This robust
moss has an unusually woody stem that allows it to withstand sediment deposits from overbank floods that bury
other moss species. I've come to think of it as the "Landmark
moss" because it's such a typical associate of the devil's
club/foamflower understories of big spruce forests.
Parallel to the trail is a sawed 30-foot round which now
serves as nurse log to many of the above plants, plus
species more typical of upland old growth: five-leaved
bramble, baby blueberries, seedlings of spruce and hemlock.
Bryophytes include lanky moss and the delicate and
inconspicuous cedar shake liverwort.
For a complete list of the plants of Ohmer Forest see
page 11. Working from this list in conjunction with a good
plant guide like Pojar & MacKinnon's Plants of the Pacific
Northwest Coast, you can quickly become acquainted with
the rain forest flora.

4 Horseshoe bend
Near the confluence of the west and north forks of
Ohmer Creek, the trail turns abruptly northward on a Ushaped section of boardwalk. Watch for middens of red
squirrel, where spruce cones have been dismembered. In the
summer, look also for clipped stems of deerheart and
rattlesnake root where deer have been grazing.
Without coring trees you can still begin to develop a
sense of how old they are. Age and size are not always
correlated. In the horseshoe bend photo, for example, the
spruce on left is smaller but older than the one on the right.
Its outermost 50 growth rings span only 1.2 inches of radius,
compared to 7 inches for the spruce on right. Externally,
such extremely slow growth often manifests as more deeply
furrowed bark resembling a hemlock's, quite different from
the typical platey "jigsaw-puzzle" bark of a vigorous spruce.

Soils and the history of Ohmer Forest
To learn about the ancient history of flooding in
Ohmer Forest I dug two soil pits in the stand interior, at 9
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Left: View NE to
riparian alders at k-6
from top of 120-foot
spruce at n-1
Right: Soil pit at g15

5 Skunk
cabbage bridge
From horseshoe
bend walk about 100
feet north to the
bridge spanning a low
swale filled with
luxuriant skunk
cabbage. What is
your guess about the
history of the spruce trees along this stretch? By now
you've examined several trees of identified age, and learned
about the germination requirements of spruce versus
hemlock.
How old, for example, are the illustrated spruces at i10? The bark is thin and platey, suggesting rapid growth.
Together with their relatively small diameter, this suggests
youngsters. But in this part of Ohmer Forest we have
additional clues, more reliable than bark texture.
In their sapling years these spruces put out big
spreading branches even at ground level. Many decades

and 7 feet, respectively, above the elevation of the stream
confluence. The higher and drier of these two pits is shown
in the photo. The top 8 inches held a rich organic layer with
many living roots. Between 8 and 14 inches down, chips of
slate and granite were sparsely distributed through a silt
matrix. This gravel was spread when Ohmer Creek flooded
several centuries ago. Perhaps many of today's dominant
spruces, as well as the handlogged giants, became established on this deposit. Underneath the gravel layer lay 2
more feet of fine silt. Even at 3 feet I encountered no water
table. Tree roots here have ample "breathing room."
The lower pit was in the skunk cabbage swale at i-14.
This muck-filled channel (trace the 8-foot contour line) was a
former distributary of Ohmer Creek. It was more active in the
Little Ice Age during times of higher relative sea level, and
before the road bridge "locked" Ohmer's west fork into its
current channel. Skunk cabbage roots penetrated to 14
inches through black organic soil with a rotten egg (H2S)
odor. At 2.5 feet I encountered the angular gravel of an old
stream bed, and the pit bottom filled with water overnight.
Away from the trail, wildlife sign becomes more
abundant. In July 2000, skunk cabbages were heavily
chewed by deer and there was even a well-used bed at the
base of the largest hemlock.
NW to skunk cabbage bridge and whorled spruces at i-10
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Top: Flaring base of Ohmer Big Tree.
Middle: North to canopy of Ohmer
Forest from top of 120-foot spruce at n-1.
Big Tree has more uniform crown than
the older 190-footer. Bottom: View SE
to Big Tree bench
who can estimate the tree's age even
without coring it, and gauge the change
in growth rate over time. Try standing
back 30 feet or so from one of these wolf
trees and holding out your fingers at
arm's length to span 10 whorls. Then
"step" your fingers up the trunk, 10 years
at a time. You'll likely conclude that most
of the trailside spruces are 60 to 90 years
old. The illustrated i-10 spruce pair just
south of skunk cabbage bridge averaged
a foot or so of height per year in their first
decade, then increased to almost 2 ft/yr.
Such growth rates are impossible in
shady forest understories. These opengrown spruces apparently colonized a
large sunny gap in the early 1900s, free of
competition from close neighbors. What
explains the gap?
Notice on the centerfold map that
there are 7 large handlogged stumps
between horseshoe bend and the Big
Tree at f-11. Recall that the release times
for survivors of handlogging between
entry bench and horseshoe bend have
ranged from 1909 to 1911. Now look for such potential
survivors near skunk cabbage bridge: either slow-growing
hemlocks or furrow-barked elderly spruces. Except for the
1810 spruce at k-9 there are almost no trees here clearly older
than one century.
Not only was this area much more open just after the
handlogging, there must have
been considerable exposed
soil to allow for so many
spruces to seed in. Perhaps
the yarding of the big logs into
Ohmer Creek provided that
disturbance.

later when the lower branches have been shaded and killed,
their stubs remain to identify the spruces as open-grown, or
wolf trees.
Every year, a young spruce tree extends its leader
upward, and simultaneously puts out a whorl of lateral
branches. The whorls are convenient markers for foresters,

6 Big Tree bench
According to our
assessment protocol, half of
the Landmark Trees score
comes from the volume of the
one-acre forest patch, in this
case 81,000 gross board feet.
The rest of the score comes
from the combined height and
diameter of the single largest
individual.
Although the Ohmer
Forest "Big Tree" is fairly
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was more than 100 inches even at the highest point I could
reach for coring, so penetrating to the pith was impossible.
For the past century this tree has been growing steadily at
more than an inch of radial expansion per decade. Like some
of its neighbors, Big Tree was released mildly in 1911, but
even prior to handlogging it grew vigorously.
The base of Big Tree resembles an octopus draped
over some hapless prey. Foresters refer to this growth form
as stilt-rooting. Such trees begin life high on a nurse stump
or tipped-up root pad. Within 2 centuries the nurse material
rots away, leaving denning cavities for bears and porcupines
and otters. In the very long run, however, stilt-rooted trees
have a fatal flaw. Standing on tiptoe is a bad idea for a tall,
full-crowned tree in a raging southeasterly gale. In the
Landmark Trees Project we have seen many truly ancient big
trees, and none of them are strongly stilt rooted. Ohmer Big
Tree's chances of attaining such age are slim.
North of Big Tree bench is a large cut stump and two
small hemlocks: a 20-incher and a 10-incher. The 20-inch
hemlock started in the 1790s and was released in 1911. This
is the e-11 tree from which the core sample illustrated on
page 6 was taken. By now you can fully appreciate why the
release was so dramatic. In 1900 this was a suppressed 7incher standing close on the shady northwest side of a
forest monarch. The removal of that giant spruce set off an
80-year growth spurt in the little hemlock that only ended in
the 1990s.
Now study the smaller 10-inch hemlock. This one is
growing from a root of the cut stump. Its age is intriguing.
The pith, or center ring at the level I cored it, formed in 1920.
My guess is that it took about 10 years to reach core height,
so it likely germinated in about 1910, precisely the period
when the handlogging of Ohmer Forest appears to have
taken place. This is therefore not a "release tree" like the 20incher, but a "seed-in" tree that managed to take root right
on the heels of the disturbance.
One goal of the naturalist, as Gustavus Greg Streveler
likes to say, is to be able to "run the projector backwards,"
or even more important, to "fast forward" into the future,
imagining succession and geological change. Sitting on Big
Tree bench, can you reconstruct this forest scene just
before handlogging? Just afterward? How about 100 years in
the future? If humans begin to show more respect and
restraint toward nature, and if Ohmer Creek Trail is still here
in 2100 AD to delight our great grandchildren, what will
those people find? Will Big Tree still preside here, or will
another supplant it? Will wolf, deer, otter, murrelet, creeper
and goshawk still inhabit Mitkof Island?

View S to cluster of large spruces in the heart of Ohmer
Forest.
large, my cover photo gives an exaggerated impression of its
true size. But hey, it got your attention, right? The Ohmer
Big Tree is actually what I've come to refer to as a "cheater
tree." That is, by traditional measurements it has absurdly
misleading diameter. For most state and national champion
tree registers, diameter is taken at "breast height," or 4.5 feet
above centerpoint. Because many Sitka spruces have
dramatically flaring bases, Landmark Tree hunters instead
take diameter at 10 feet up. Even at that height the Ohmer
Big Tree has not finished "necking down." It measures 82
inches at 10 feet up, whereas at the 15-foot height it probably only spans about 50 inches. (For an example of an
"honest tree" with less taper, see photo and description of
Syd's Tree on page 10.)
Using laser rangefinder and clinometer and doublechecking the measurement from both the south and east, the
height of Ohmer Big Tree is about 185 feet. Only one tree in
the interior of Ohmer forest stands slightly taller. That tree
germinated in the 1790s and is now growing much more
slowly than Big Tree. Its outermost 20 growth rings span 1/2
inch, compared to 2 inches for Big Tree. Perhaps the more
asymetrical, ragged crown of the 190-footer is related to this
slower growth.
I have no age estimate for the Big Tree. Its diameter

Syd's tree
Ohmer Forest Big Tree is not the largest in the
watershed. At this point in the tour I would love to say
"Now let's go look at a really big tree!" But there's no trail to
the largest known tree on Mitkof Island, and until such a
trail is built it would be irresponsible to broadcast the tree's
whereabouts.
This awesome spruce is a fitting memorial to conservation leader Syd Wright. Folks in Petersburg naturally began
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to refer to it as "Syd's Tree" shortly after his death. Syd was
excited about getting a trail into this spruce so people could
appreciate it.
I first measured Syd's Tree on a July 1999 Landmarking
visit to Mitkof with John Caouette. It towers over its
relatively scrubby neighbors on the edge of a river-bottom
clearcut. Total volume of the acre is only about 50,000 gross
board feet, rather meagre for a Landmark Trees site. At 10
feet from the ground the tree’s diameter is 83 inches, quite
similar to that of Ohmer Forest Big Tree. But Syd's tree is a
true pillar, with very little taper between 10 and 30 feet up.
The tree's strong lean makes accurate height estimation difficult, so John and I checked from all 4 sides, getting
215', 220', 220' and 200', respectively. We recorded a conservative average of 210 feet. These measurements place Syd's
Tree comfortably among the largest 10 spruces measured by
the Landmark Trees Project in Southeast Alaska.
In April, 2000, I made two more visits to Syd's Tree,
first with Brad Hunter, Kim Hastings and Chris Smith of the
Forest Service. Foresters have taken students to this tree on
field trips. We discussed the logistics of trail construction
into the site. This may be possible some day, and I hope
Mitkof residents continue to lobby for access. But the forest
surrounding Syd's Tree is heavily impacted by recent
logging, and less interesting in my opinion than Ohmer
Forest. As we left Syd's Tree, a pair of ravens began to make
quite a racket in the canopy above. I joked that they were
saying "Pick the other site! Pick the other site!"

Becky, Kyle and Mickey Knight (RC behind) at Syd's Tree.
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The next day, I returned to Ohmer Creek with Becky,
Mickey and Kyle Knight, and we brought my longest
increment borer. We extracted 19 inches of core sample from
Syd's Tree. The remarkable thing about this sample is the
wonderfully consistent ring width - the kind of wood that
violin-makers lust for. The growth rate of a healthy standdominant Sitka spruce is little affected by competition from
neighboring trees
The radius at our core height was 47 inches. Throughout the period of our sample, Syd's tree grew radially at a
steady 8 inches per century. Projecting that rate backward,
the tree would be about 6 centuries old. It likely grew faster
in its youth, however, so my guess would be 400 to 500
years old.
Throughout our visit, the raven pair perched without
comment in the crowns of nearby trees. Finally, Mickey
looked up and discovered a large stick nest at about 50 feet,
anchored to the lowest branches of Syd's Tree. This was
April 22nd, and the ravens probably had either eggs or
freshly hatched young. Ravens are usually secretive
nesters. In my quarter century on the Tongass I've found
only 5 nests. Locations have ranged from gale-swept
contorted spruces on Kruzof Island to sheer rock cliffs in
Glacier Bay. But none show Raven's cultivated taste so
clearly as this wad of sticks in the greatest tree on Mitkof
Island.

Ohmer Forest plants
Most common names follow Pojar and MacKinnon's Plants of the Pacific Northwest
Coast.
The vascular plant list is fairly complete. For mosses, liverworts and lichens, only the
commonest are listed.
* = not native; an introduced species
trees
Sitka spruce Picea sitchensis • inspiration for this booklet; largest species on plot
western hemlock Tsuga heterophylla • shade tolerant; numerically far more common
red alder Alnus rubra • fringing the conifers on roadside and stream disturbance
Pacific crab apple Malus fusca • at horseshoe bend
shrubs
devil's club Oplopanax horridum • in patches, especially under gaps and on
streambanks
red elderberry Sambucus racemosa • especially on stumps and logs
early blueberry Vaccinium ovalifolium • deer food, medium browse sign, July 2000
Alaska blueberry V. alaxensis • less common than early blueberry; later fruiting
red huckleberry V. parvifolium • the prefered Vaccinium for deer in winter
rusty menziesia Menziesia ferruginia • mostly away from trail under hemlocks
stink currant Ribes bracteosum • uncommon; typical on more active alluvium
salmonberry Rubus spectabilis • common in gaps and on streambanks
herbs of sunny openings
bluejoint Calamagrostis canadensis • roadside disturbed zone
(several other grasses along roadside are not listed here - may include invasives)
sedges Carex spp • wet overflow channels
bulrush Scirpus macrocarpa • wet overflow channels
chocolate lily Fritillaria camschatcensis • edible roots
clasping twisted stalk Streptopus amplexifolius • edible shoots in spring
marsh marigold Caltha palustris • edges of slow moving water
creeping buttercup* Ranunculus repens • invasive species near trailhead
cow parsnip Heracleum lanatum • coarsest of the parsley family natives
red columbine Aquiligia formosa • damp openings and streamside
Sitka burnet Sanguisorba sitchensis • damp meadows
white clover* Trifolium repens • roadside exotic
water starwort Callitriche verna • submerged in quiet water
jewelweed Impatiens noli-tangere • damp openings and streamside
tall fireweed Epilobium angustifolium • mostly on the roadside
unIDed willowherb Epilobium sp • damp opening
pacific water parsley Oenanthe sarmentosa • damp meadow
bentleaf angelica Angelica genuflecta • damp meadow
hemlock parsley Conioselinum chinense • damp meadow
brooklime Veronica americana • edges of slow moving water
common plantain* Plantago major • roadside invader
dandelion* Taraxacum officinale • roadside invader

forest herbs
skunk cabbage Lysichiton americanum • wet swales in forest
dearheart Maianthemum dilatatum • important summer deer food
rosy twisted stalk Streptopus roseus • deer food, succulent
ground dogwood Cornus canadensis • critical winter deer food
enchanter’s nightshade Circaea alpina • in seeps and damp places
single delight Monesus uniflora • commonest under hemlocks
five-leafed bramble Rubus pedatus • critical winter deer food
large-leaved avens Geum macrophyllum • near entry, burry seeds cling to pants and fur
foamflower Tiarella trifoliata • abundant associate of devil's club understory; deer food
yellow wood violet Viola glabella • wettest & lushest sites; great salad green
rattlesnake plantain Prenanthes alata • widespread, grazed by deer
ferns
shield fern Dryopteris expansa • taller than the following forest ferns; winter deer food
lady fern Athyrium felix-femina • streamside habitats
oak fern Gymnocarpium dryopteris • abundant with shield fern in upland parts of plot
beech fern Thelypteris phegopteris • near sample point 3
licorice fern Polypodium glycyrrhiza • high on tree limbs; runners taste like licorice
common mosses & liverworts (100s of the littlest mosses and leafy liverworts are hard
to ID; these are the easy ones)
white-toothed sphagum moss Sphagnum girgensohnii • a forest sphagnum (others in
bogs)
haircap mosses Polytrichum & Pogonatum spp. • erect-stemmed clusters, mostly on logs
badge moss Plagiomnium insigne • in wet seeps with snake liverwort
fan moss Rhizomnium glabrescens • everywhere, but especially on logs
hanging moss Antitrichia curtipendula • epiphyte on tree limbs
coiled-leaf moss Hypnum circinale • crawling up bark of trees
lanky moss Rhytidiadelphus loreus • commonest forest moss
step moss Hylocomium splendens • with lanky moss dominates forest understory
waxy-leaved cotton moss Plagiothecium undulatum • tree bases, flattened and pale green
fork moss Dicranum fuscescens • tufts on tree bark
"Landmark moss" Pleuroziopsis ruthenica • common riparian species, endemic to N SE
cedar-shake liverwort Plagiochila porelloides • inconspicuous but widespread
unidentified leafy liverworts in the Jungermanniales • many species, epiphytes
snake liverwort Conocephalum conicum • wet seeps with skunk cabbage and foamflower
common lichens
beaded bone Hypogymnia enteromorpha • adheres to tree bark
lung lichens Lobaria spp • litter from trees builds soil nitrogen
common christmas tree Sphaerophorus globosus • tufts on tree bark
beard lichen Usnea spp. • on tree branches choice deer food when they can reach it
witch's hair Alectoria sarmentosa • like Usnea, key winter deer forage

Common Forest Plants
Riparian
Shrubs

Upland
Herbs

Shrubs
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Herbs

Part II – Giant forests of
Southeast Alaska
Context - forest types of Southeast
The truly magnificent big tree forests of the
Tongass cover only a tiny fraction of the landscape.
Even on lowland sites, spruce and hemlock fail to
achieve their potential growth for one of two basic
reasons: either soil is too wet, or some disturbance
like blowdown or logging has set back the successional clock.
Where water table lies close to the surface, tree
roots suffocate, resulting in widely spaced small
hemlocks, pines and cedars. These stands have small
average diameter and few trees per acre. Stand
volume, expressed in thousand board feet per acre
(mbf), is low. Trees may be extremely old, however.
On slopes exposed to southerly gales,
blowdown stands are prevalent. These young,
regenerating forests have small diameters but many
trees per acre. Crowded canopies look smoothtextured from the air. Volume can be surprisingly high
in these even-aged forests as they mature beyond
100 years. Densely stocked hemlock stands commonly register more than 50 mbf.
On upland sites that are both reasonably welldrained and wind-protected, uneven-aged oldgrowth forest eventually develops. Typical locations
are north-facing lee hillsides, but patches of old
growth are scattered over most slopes and aspects.
Although the largest trees are usually spruce,
hemlock is commonly more than 70% of stand
volume. Gaps in the old-growth canopy provide light
to the understory, resulting in good winter deer
forage. Gross volume is often high, but much of it is
unmerchantable due to decay of the many old
hemlocks. The profile on p. 13 suggests there may be
as much volume in some mature, well-stocked
blowdown forests as in "wind-sheltered old growth."
Most Landmark sites grow not on upland, but
bottomland sediments deposited by streams and
rivers. This includes floodplain surfaces created
over millennia by the deposits of rivers, and alluvial
fans created where streams come off steep slopes
onto gentler ones. Forests here have some of the
largest spruces on the Tongass. Large canopy gaps
promote luxuriant understory, tending more toward
devil's club and salmonberry than to the blueberry
shrubs of upland hemlock-dominated old growth.
Spruce-dominated alluvial stands are not only
guardians of watershed stability and of wildlife
communities revolving around salmon; they're also
the most valuable commercially. Today,
"landmarkers" must seek out the few alluvial forests
that escaped both selective handlogging in the early
twentieth century, and intensive clearcutting that
began in the 1950s.
Even more completely eliminated were the great

Poorly drained hemlock, “forested wetland,” often very old.

High-volume hemlock blowdown ~120 years old, even aged.

High-volume upland old growth, uneven ages and sizes.
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The combination of tree
diameter and stand density
explains more about stand
structure than volume can.

karst forests of the
Tongass. Karst refers to a
distinctive landscape developing on water-soluble limestone
and marble. This carbonate bedrock
is common on northern Prince of Wales, Kuiu, and eastern Chichagof
Islands.
In 1999 we assessed a new #1 LT forest near Kake. The state's
largest and second largest known spruces stand 130 feet apart on this
acre. By national protocol, they score 651 and 613 points, compared to
the official state champion at 556 points. They're rooted in deep loam
over volcanic breccia interbedded with fine grey limestone. One is 11
feet dbh and 225 feet tall.
Compared to alluvial stands, karst forests are hard to find on aerial
photos. Small unmapped patches of carbonate rock are scattered less
predictably than alluvial landforms over the landscape. We can't expect
to find new big-tree karst stands at the rate we document alluvial sites.
We must find and protect these remaining tiny fragments.

Landmark assessments
The Landmark Trees assessment procedure was developed by
Matt Kirchhoff, ADFG. The method results in a score for a one-acre
patch of forest, the most majestic stand we can find in the watershed.
Half of the score comes from the dimensions of the biggest individual
tree. We measure diameter at 10 feet from the ground rather than at
"breast height" (4.5 feet). Otherwise, our protocol closely resembles that
of big tree programs throughout the country that rank state and national
champions.
But Matt's idea was to broaden the assessment to characterize a
forest, rather than a single impressive tree. The second half of the
Clinometer gives angle to tree top; rangefinder gives distance;
caliper gives diameter.

Number of Landmark assessments per ecological
province in Southeast Alaska
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Measuring diameter at 10 feet above center point, avoiding
flare at base.
Landmark Trees score derives from the volume (mbf) of the
surrounding acre. Heights are measured for sample trees
chosen by a "variable radius" point sampling method, then
entered into a table to compute volume.
John Caouette, statistician, USFS, has refined the
Landmark assessment procedure. We can now compare
average diameters, heights, standard deviations, etc. to data
collected by the Forest Service in thousands of randomly
selected stands throughout the Tongass.
To evaluate understory we use the Kirchhoff/Hanley

deer winter range quick cruise. This method scores for
availability of key forage shrubs and forbs, and for winter
snow conditions, moderated by such factors as canopy
closure, elevation, aspect, distance from the beach, etc.
Most Landmark Tree forests flunk the deer winter
range test. Understories are usually devil's club/foamflower
rather than blueberry/ground dogwood, and the streamside
bottomlands often collect cold air and a deep, long-lasting
snowpack.
But the streamside community blossoms in summer.
The classic riparian Landmark forest is the spruce-salmonbear-eagle-devil's club-alluvium association (see logo, page
2). To score it, we developed a riparian bear habitat assessment. A perfect scoring late-summer bear habitat has a heavy
pink or chum run with shallow fishing riffles, bordered by an
open-canopied alluvial spruce forest over dense thickets of
fruiting devil's club, salmonberry and stink currant. Unlike
the perfect winter deer forest, the ultimate summer bear
forest is more than a mile from the beach, beyond the range
of most hunters and tourists.
That describes the majority of our Landmark Tree
forests. Even in watersheds that were never clearcut,
handloggers removed the biggest spruces from the coastal
fringes and lower stream reaches. On the larger streams,
skilled handloggers could float logs out at flood stage. It's
common for us to bushwack more than a mile upstream
before locating a stand worthy of assessment.
About 30% of our Landmark forests were made known
to us through word of mouth. My growing wish list has
about 100 more sites recommended by outdoorspeople
throughout Southeast. We found several other stands by
perusing the new generation of Forest Service maps that
delineate "vegetation structure." And we constantly rely on
air photos taken by NASA (high elevation, "big picture")
and USFS (lower and more detailed). Air photos viewed in
stereo help not just for finding the biggest forests in a
watershed, but for off-trail routefinding and for deepened

Blue bar representing stand score is average of green bar for Big Tree score and brown bar for volume. “Ghost LT” on the
left is a logged karst stand (reconstructed from stump measurements) that scores almost 50% higher than any living LT
acre we’ve studied. Next are the top-scoring living Landmark acre, and the top volume–170 mbf–we've encountered on a
Landmark site (note however that there were no remarkably large trees on the highest volume acre). Of the 4 CLT forests,
Kake's ranks first due to the high volume of its vigorous young spruces. The other CLT forests show disparity between
impressive Big Tree scores and relatively low stand volume.
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Ancient 10.5-foot dbh spruce on karst. This
one and a close neighbor are the two largest
known trees in Alaska.
familiarity with your favorite places.Visit your
Forest Service or Fish and Game air photo
collection and ask for a tour!

Remote sites and community sites
Deep into a 2-week solo kayak trip I
stumbled upon an unforgettable forest. Big
chum salmon spurted ahead of me through the
6-inch-deep water as I waded upstream. On a
bar next to enormous spruces were 3 different
sizes of brown bear tracks. I nervously spoke
aloud the entire time I was measuring; "Nice
bedroom you've got here. . . love the ceilings!"
Stepping backward, sighting up a plumb bob to
measure the crown spread of a tree that
comfortably beat the official state record
spruce, I realized I was standing in freshly
shredded fish. We want people to know about
these places. But they're also the forests most
deserving of anonymity.
An opinionnaire mailed out to folks
closely involved with the Landmark Trees
project asked whether we should publish the
whereabouts of our remote LT forests. The
vote regarding confidentiality was unanimous;
leave these off-trail places to the bears! That
consensus led us to the idea of creating
interpretive booklets for big-tree sites where
high use already occurs.
The 4 Community Landmark Tree forests (CLTs) are all
alluvial, yet quite distinctive. Ketchikan's Ward Creek CLT
forest contains the tallest and largest-diameter spruces. This
forest, though majestic, is but a shadow of the stand that
grew here before handlogging. In 1900 it might have ranked
with today's highest scoring LT forests.
Near Kake we selected a much younger stand on
Hamilton Creek. Closely spaced spruces up to 200 feet tall
have relatively small diameters but together yield 50% more
volume than on any other CLT forest.

Succession in LT forests
Many of our Landmark Tree stands are barely mature
enough to be considered "old growth." Such stands are

often 90% spruce by volume. Trees reach 200 feet, with full,
undamaged tops, yet rarely exceed 5 feet in diameter at 10
feet up. Large canopy gaps foster nearly complete cover of
devil's club/salmonberry thickets. Some gravel/cobble
surfaces are flooded annually.
In "middle age," a third of the volume may be hemlock.
Tree height and stand volume peak. On our finest alluvial LT
forests, volume reaches a plateau in middle age at about 140
mbf. Largest diameters are about 7 feet across at 10 feet up.
Blueberry joins devil's club in the understory, where
flooding now occurs less than once per century.
We've only assessed 2 extremely old alluvial sites.
Stream incision here has left the floodplain inactive for
millennia. Hemlock is ~70% of stand volume, but enormous
old spruces persist. By the time an Alaskan spruce reaches 8

Three stages in succession of
Landmark forests. To reach LT
status probably takes at least 200
years, so the term “youth” is
relative. Only after millennia do
Landmark stands show signs of
senescence.
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feet diameter at 10 feet up (~10 ft dbh), its top is usually
broken. Deeply furrowed bark suggests an age approaching
1000 years, but increment borers can't reach the pith of such
trees.

such forests were
once widespread.
There, recent GIS
(geographic information system) analysis
indicates that in most
"timber priority"
watersheds, 60 to 90%
of the alluvial
bottomland has been
logged. This figure
underrepresents total
loss, because the
remaining streamside
forest is inferior in
quality to the logged
stands.
Sacrifice of the
great riparian forest is
sobering, but loss of
our karst forest is
staggering. Today's
top 5 Landmark
forests would not
have made the top
1000 in 1950, before

What’s left?
To map the Tongass big-tree forest–as it once looked
and as it looks today–we need more information than just
volume. The highest volume that landmarkers have measured–170 mbf–was not in a big tree forest but in a densely
stocked stand of tall, medium-diameter trees! Most forest
ecologists now feel that attributes like trees-per-acre, mean
tree diameter (or its standard deviation), soil moisture, slope,
wind exposure, canopy texture and understory structure, are
more useful than volume in describing forest habitat.
The Forest Service has prepared these "vegetation
structure maps" for the entire Tongass. One mapped
category shows forests of large spruces with coarse canopy
on gentle alluvial slopes. On Mitkof Island, for example, this
“big-tree forest” is now reduced to about one half of one
percent of the landscape. The part of that which is truly of
Landmark caliber may be as little as 1 or 2%. We have yet to
find a superlative one-acre patch on Mitkof. The Mitkof
Landmark forest constitutes roughly one acre in 10,000.
Mitkof never did have extensive alluvial big tree
forests. But on Chichagof and northern Baranof islands

Handloggers on Long Island.

Trocadero Bay, Prince of Wales Island, 1979 This color infrared air photo shows a typical logging intensity in fairly
low-productive watersheds. (Productive lands are usually cut more heavily.) Trocadero’s gentle hills still have unlogged
scrubby forest. Originally the fan/floodplain big-tree forest occupied 7% of this scene. The 100-acre patch of remnant big
spruce at center now comprises 1.3%. Of that, only 1 or 2 acres are of outstanding Landmark caliber.
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industrial scale logging began. After measuring acreages
from pre-logging photographs, I concluded that the
lowland karst of northern Long Island alone held nearly
as much Landmark-caliber forest in the 1970s as
presently remains in all of Southeast Alaska.

Everything eats salmon, directly or indirectly. Even
songbird populations are denser on streams with salmon
runs; is this because fertilized shrubs and herbs support
more bird-feeding insects? Juvenile salmon themselves also benefit indirectly from the disintegrating
bodies of their parents, since they eat aquatic
invertebrates that feed in turn on the mat of algae,
fungi and bacteria covering fish carcasses.
Another branch of research still in its
infancy is probing the hyporheic zone, the
saturated sediment beneath and beside streams
and rivers where ground and surface water meet.
The rich but scarcely documented microfauna of
the hyporheic zone often dominate the biological
productivity of rivers. Beneath broad floodplains
the volume of hyporheic habitat may be 2000
times greater than actual channel volume, yet we
rarely consider the implications. Hyporheic
upwellings supply alder- and salmon-derived
nutrients to side-slough algal colonies and to
soils far from the channel, storing and spreading
these growth-enhancers throughout the alluvium.
Each closer look astonishes. Among giant
trees and brown bears, we may neglect to look
down–to run our fingers through the moss–and
wonder why such a community has flowered
beside the stream.

The “core community”
Exciting interdisciplinary research is uncovering relationships between salmon and salmonberries, upwellings and nutrient pulses, nitrogen and
riparian birds, that few suspected a decade ago.
For those of us who've been splashing up
streams in search of big trees, these findings
reinforce a growing belief that the riparian
community of spruce, salmon, bear, eagle and
devil's club is the foundation of our bioregion's
fertility. Birds, mammals, and fish from every
surrounding terrestrial and marine community
migrate here annually to partake of the stream's
bounty.
One branch of the research employs isotopic
markers to identify marine-derived nutrients
returned to the land by spawning salmon. These
nutrients end up not only in terrestrial salmon
predators and scavengers, but in riparian vegetation like devil’s club and stink currant many yards
from the stream. On some streams bears carry half
of the spawners to shore, where the fish either
decompose or return to the soil as bear scat,
providing nitrogen, phosphorus, carbon and
micronutrients.

stink currant
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Appendix - maps, charts and stereograms for Ohmer Forest
Stand Visualization System (SVS)
images, July 2000 survey
Into the SVS program we enter tree heights,
diameters, crown depth and X-Y position to
create computer-generated views from any
angle (vertical, profile, or oblique) of
mapped forest stands–in this case a oneacre square. Using stump diameters and
assumptions about tree height, we can also
compare the historical condition at
Ohmer Forest in 1900 AD.

Oblique view north
Spruces are dark green; hemlocks paler
yellow-green. Profile views below show this
stand from the south, today as compared to a
century ago.

Ohmer Forest today
Profile looking north across the east tributary
of Ohmer Creek. As in most old-growth
forests, spruces are taller on average than
hemlocks. Trees were replaced on the cut
stumps (brown) to create the view below. To
estimate their former height, I used height-todiameter ratios from assessments of living
forests at Ohmer Forest’s latitude.

Ohmer Forest in 1900AD
Ohmer before handlogging. To produce this
view I not only had to estimate the former
heights of cut trees, but also needed to reduce
the heights of surviving trees in the above
view by 30%. This accounted for the 90 years
of post-logging “release” after the canopy
was opened by logging.
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Note that north arrows
differ on the 3 stereograms
in this guide. Stereogram
bearing is constrained by
the plane’s flight direction.

Stereogram of Ohmer
Forest, USFS, 4/27/98. On
this low-elevation imagery,
spruce crowns look like
wheel spokes

Stereogram of Ohmer Creek,
USFS, 1989. Note that, in
contrast to the above pair,
north is to the left on these
images. Viewed 3D, this
photo-pair clearly shows
how larger trees follow the
better-drained streamside
deposits. Ohmer Forest is
just a remnant; even bigger
spruces were removed from
the upstream clearcut at
upper left. The stereogram
on page 20 gives a broader
view of the watershed.

Stereograms are paired aerial photos taken from slightly different angles to produce a 3D image when printed out
and viewed with a stereoscope. Few readers have stereoscopes, but I've included stereograms anyway because they
reveal so much more than you can see on even the sharpest 2D photos. Ask any forester or geologist for a stereoscope
lesson; you may find yourself ordering one of these invaluable tools.
Even without a stereoscope you can see stereograms in 3D. Try "free viewing." Hold the photo-pair a foot or
two away. Look over the top, focusing on a distant object. Then drift your eyes down onto the paired photos, and try
to make the double images converge. It's much like the trick your eyes perform when viewing "3D Magic" books.
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Stereogram of lower
Ohmer Creek, NASA,
1996. Arrow shows
Ohmer Forest in center at
confluence of East and
North forks. Blue-tinted
openings in lowlands are
sphagnum bog. Clearcuts
range from pale grey
(recent) to pink-orange
(older). Ohmer estuary is
at center right, Blind
River at lower left. Big
tree forest is restricted to
streamsides, only a
fraction of one percent of
this scene.

Logging on Mitkof Island has targeted high-volume even-aged forests on south-facing, wind-exposed slopes. This pattern
has differed from most clearcut logging on the Tongass from 1950 to the late 1970s, which instead focused on alluvial
bottomlands and karst. Although Mitkof had (and to some degree retains) extensive high-volume windthrow forests, the
alluvial big-tree forest is poorly represented on this island. Ohmer Forest is a valuable example of a rare type.
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Definitions of some terms used in this guide:
alluvium - Well-drained deposits of streams and rivers - typical
substrate for the big-tree forest.
alluvial fan - Deposit of alluvium at base of steep slope.
big-tree forest - A stand with average diameter (dbh) greater than
21inches (compare “volume” below).
blowdown forest - Even-aged stand recovering from windstorm
that toppled the previous forest.
capture - When a community resists transition to a more “advanced” successional stage: e.g. alder capture delaying the succession to spruce/hemlock forest.
crown depth - Proportion of tree height occupied by living foliage.
dbh - Tree diameter at breast height, or 4.5 feet above ground.
evergreen forbs - Low-growing plants that stay green all winter,
critical deer forage.
epicormic branching - fresh branches from trunk of a spruce tree
recently exposed to more light.
floodplain - Level alluvial deposits along streams and rivers.
hyporheic zone - Saturated sediment beneath and beside streams
and rivers where ground and surface water meet.
increment core - Wood sample taken from tree with increment
borer, for examination of annual rings.
karst - The topography developing on soluble carbonate rocks limestone and marble. Karst once supported the greatest big-tree
forests of Alaska.
landmark-tree forest - The best of the big-tree forest - the cream
of the cream.
mbf - Thousands of board feet per acre (see “volume” below).
More than 50 mbf is considered very high volume
mistletoe, a parasitic seed-bearing plant whose roots penetrate the
bark of hemlock, slowing the tree’s growth,
nurse log - Dead log on the ground that provides a rooting surface
for hemlock or spruce seedlings.
open-grown - A conifer that grows in the open without competition for light, characterized by large branches (or later, their stubs)
almost down to ground level.
pitch-outs - Spruce defends itself from bark beetles by expelling
pitch through the entry holes.
productivity - In forest habitats, usually expressed as net rate of
growth per unit time. Foresters also refer to “site index” or the
average height of a 100-year old tree on a given surface type.
release - Increased growth rate of a tree following the demise of
neighbors, detectable in increment cores.
riparian- The stream- or riverside community that is influenced
by flooding, and that contributes litter to the channel.
second-growth - Even-aged forest recolonizing after a disturbance
such as logging or wind throw.

stem map - A forester’s map showing tree trunks, down logs,
vegetation, etc.
stereogram - Pair of photos taken from slightly different angles to
produce a 3D view when examined with a stereoscope.
svs- Stand visualization system. Computer generated view of a
forest stand, from measured heights, diameters and (X-Y) ground
positions.
volume - measure of the total amount of wood per unit area usually in thousands of board feet per acre (mbf). Because densely
stocked medium-sized trees can have high volume, this term should
not be used as synonomous with “big-tree forest.”
whorl - Branches emerging from the same level on a young spruce
(not hemlock) tree.
witches brooms. swollen and proliferating branch clusters
caused by hemlock dwarf mistletoe.
wolf tree- Same as “open-grown,” above.

Diameter and height distributions for Ohmer Landmark
acre. Comparison of heights with Hamilton Forest at
Kake, a younger and much higher volume forest with
many more big spruces

Landmark Scores
BT diameter
height
BT score
mbf
stand score

Ohmer
82”
175’
137
61
99

#1 LT
105”
200’
168
127
147

Ghost
118”
~220?
187
230
210

These figures help to compare Ohmer Forest to the
highest scoring LT stand in SE Alaska (#1 LT). The
last column on the right (Ghost) shows our
estimated measurements from a stand on Heceta
Island that was clearcut by handloggers in 1926.

Decade of germination. Ohmer is an “all-aged” ancient forest.
Compare with ages for Hamilton Forest, below. Hamilton is a
first-generation forest colonizing uplifted tideland
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